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NEWSLETTER
The Newsletter is the quarterly publication of 
the Morris Federation. The aim is to provide a 
platform for news, views and announcements 
relating to the world of traditional dance and 
associated activities. The Newsletter goes out 
to each member group and individual member 
of the Morris Federation. Additional copies can 
be ordered by group members at an additional 
cost per copy of £10 for one year’s issues. To 
be a living publication the Newsletter must be 
read so PLEASE  make sure that your copy 
gets circulated as widely as possible. The on-
line version will be available shortly after the 
printed copies have been distributed.

MEMBERS’ MANUAL
All members of the MF should have a copy of 
the Members’ Manual.  This contains a lot of 
material that members may need to refer to from 
time to time.  If you have misplaced the free copy 
sent to you when you joined, a replacement (or 
additional copies) can be purchased from the 
MF Secretary at the cost of £6.50 (inc. p&p) 
each.  Please make cheques payable to ‘The 
Morris Federation’.
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EDITORIAL :  Morris hey !

What period should be regarded as the heyday of 
Morris ?  The sixteenth century with its high profile 
in  courtly circles?  The bucolic eighteenth century 
image ?  The early twentieth century when saved from 
extinction by the efforts of Cecil Sharp and Mary Neal? 
Or the present day when there seems to be  more sides 
active than ever before,  many developing their own 
‘traditions’.  I urge all sides to complete Jack Worth’s 
survey to give us an accurate picture of the state of 
morris in 2014. 

On the subject of heys, I wonder how many different 
ways  there are of doing a figure which features in 
practically all dances in one form or another. I recall at 
a practice night telling dancers to do a normal morris 
hey then realised that my reference to a particular 
Cotswold figure only applied to a couple of dances in 
our repertoire.  For us, exception was the norm ! 

I trust you will all make hey while the sun shines this 
summer.

 Colin Andrews

Front cover photograph:       Crook Morris with their distinctive 10 sword lock at D.E.R.T.  
Printed by:            Hedgerow Print Ltd, Crediton, Devon.  01363 777595

ADVERTISING
The Morris Federation does not necessarily endorse any product 
or service advertised in or with the Newsletter. Enclosures, other 
circulars, and items of advertising relevant to commercial products can 
be distributed with the Newsletter.  A fee is charged to the advertiser 
for this service.   Enquiries concerning any form of advertising through 
the MF should be addressed to the Newsletter Editor.

                   NEW ADVERTISING RATES  (from Dec. 2011)
  Non-member       MF  Member  Side or Individual
  commercial         business       event/recruit
  Colour    B&W     Colour   B&W                    
  Full page   £75    £60    £45     £35           £25
  (portrait)
  Half page    £45    £35    £25     £20           £15
  (landscape)
  Quarter    £25     £20     £18     £12            £ 8
  (portrait)
  Eighth   n/a       £12    n/a      £ 8           £  5

Limited space for colour adverts available. All adverts will appear on 
Web edition of Newsletter as well as paper copy.  Prices are for art-
work ready. Jpg or pdf format preferred for any illustrations. MS Word 
docs may require some reformatting. Cheques payable to ‘The Morris 
Federation” . Discount for multiple insertions - please enquire.  All 
copy & payment to the Newsletter Editor.
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Hello! 

The year seems to be  ying by – quite literally 
in my case as we’ve just come back from three 
weeks holiday in Canada!

Just before we went we danced at a local pre-
school. Not being able to make either 23rd April 
or 1st May, we opted for 28th April, which we 
discovered was actually St Georges Day this 
year! Apparently when Easter falls close to 
Saint George’s Day, the church celebration of 
the feast may be moved from 23rd April to the 
 rst Monday after Easter Week, so this year it 
was moved to 28th April. That aside we had a 
great time, their week was centred around what 
they wanted to be when they grew up, which 
was perfect for me as I’d always wanted to be a 
clog dancer! I hope I inspired a few of them to 
try dancing at some point.  

I hope you all enjoyed the JMO Day in 
Cambridge, and many thanks to Cambridge 
Morris Men for such detailed organisation. 
Knowing how dif cult it is to programme 16 
teams round three dance spots in Whitby, 
trying to mix and match traditions and not put 
the same teams out together too much, or at 
the same spot too many times, seems a small 
challenge in comparison. 

I had a great day over in Bacup following the 
Britannia Coco-nut Dancers on Easter Saturday. 
I’d been before, mainly in the rain, but this year 
the sun shone enticing huge crowds out to 
watch. It was great catching up with so many 
old friends, many from my childhood dancing 
days in Lancashire. It was also good to see the 
tradition attract so much publicity, and equally 
as much debate on the origins, which reminded 
me of Chloe’s article article a couple of editions 
back.

Please take time to read Jack Worth’s article on 
the Morris Census that he’s put together, which 

all three Joint Morris Organisations have signed 
up to. More importantly, please take time to 
complete the census itself, it only takes minutes 
and will provide us with a wealth of knowledge. 
It’s an online survey, but if you’re not online then 
please get in touch for a hard copy to be sent to 
you.   

There’s also lots of activity starting to happen 
towards the Federation’s 40th anniversary in 
2015, so watch out for updates over the next few 
Newsletters and of course on Facebook! 

I hope you all have a great summer season 
dancing out and about, let’s hope the rain holds 
off as much as it did last year. Having said that, 
I’m always impressed how we rarely let the rain 
stop play, invariably  nding an undercover space 
somewhere or making room in the pub!  

Happy Dancing! 
Melanie
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 The trials and tribulations of a treasurer

‘We posted our cheque in November and now 
(beginning of January) we still haven’t had 
our insurance document.’ This was a common 
comment at the start of the year, so I thought that 
perhaps it was time to explain how the renewals 
process works (I can see you yawning).

During the October half term I get things set up. 
Every member needs to be posted a hard copy 
invitation to renew membership. I have to wait 
for the details of the insurance from our broker to 
include and a batch of address labels from Fee, 
our secretary. So, that’s nearly 500 letters to be 
printed off, stuffed into envelopes and address 
labels attached. The aim is to get them in the post 
box for the start of November. At this time I also 
set up a spreadsheet of members so that I know 
who’s renewed when. Once they have gone into 
the postal system, I ask our webmaster Kevin, to 

send out an email broadcast to let people know 
they are on their way. Fee updates the online 
membership list to show that everyone is pending 
renewal.Throughout November and December 
I get a steady return of forms, emails, cheques 
and online payments. 

I batch these up and then in the December 
holiday I update the spreadsheet. I also log all the 
cheques, noting the 3 numbers along the base of 
each, and send them off to the bank in batches 
of 10, and check online for direct payments. For 
every member who has rejoined I produce an 
insurance document to either email or post off. If I 
post it then I need to print it off, stuff the envelope 
and stick on the relevant address label. I wait 
for a while to see if any cheques have bounced, 
or if there are queries, then I post all the forms 
off to Fee who updates the online membership 
database. She then posts them to the archive 
of cer for storage.

At February half term I check who hasn’t renewed 
and send a follow up letter.

Federation Treasurer Jenny 
Everett explains how the 
renewal of membership 
process operates
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In January 2009, a press release by the Morris 
Ring launched a thousand newspaper articles on 
the impending extinction of the morris. Leaning 
heavily on the press release, the reports painted 
a bleak picture for the future of the morris. 
Charlie Corcoran, bagman of the Morris Ring, 
said: “This is a serious situation. The average 
age of morris dancing sides is getting older and 
older.” 

In April 2014, the Daily Telegraph ran a more 
optimistic article on the future of Morris: “After 
decades of decline, the numbers of dancers and 
sides… has started to creep up once more… 
[with] a rise of around 1,000 in the numbers 
taking part, to almost 16,000”.

But do we really know how many morris dancers 
there are in the UK? What are the proportions of 
young and old, and of men and women? Which 
teams are recruiting new dancers, and how are 
they managing it?

These are some of the questions the JMO is 
aiming to answer with a ‘Morris Census’, a 
survey of all morris sides. The goal is to take a 
snapshot of what morris sides are like in 2014, 
by sending an online survey for bagpersons to 
complete. The questions cover such topics as 
the number and demographics of side members, 
side performances, recruitment and kit.

Hopefully your bagperson recently received an 
invitation to complete the survey by email. If 
they haven’t completed it yet, please encourage 
them to, as this is your side’s opportunity to be 
represented in the national snapshot. The survey 
will remain open until mid-July.

The project has been truly collaborative: 
members of all three organisations have helped 
to develop the survey, including the President 
of the Morris Federation, the outgoing and 
incoming Squires of the Morris Ring and the 
Treasurer of Open Morris. All of them have given 
great contributions to a survey that should give a 
really detailed insight into the state of the morris 
in 2014.

The  ndings need to be shared with the whole 
morris community, so I will be blogging about 

the results at stateofthemorris.blogspot.co.uk 
and tweeting @morriscensus. I hope to do much 
more besides, through newsletters and other 
means, to publicise what I  nd in the census. 
If you have any questions, you can contact 
me at . I am looking forward to receiving all of 
your responses. Link to survey: http://bit.ly/
MorrisCensus. Queries: morriscensus@gmail.
com

How can you help?
     *  Remind your bagperson to  ll in the survey 
– make sure your side gets represented!
     *  Forward the survey to any teams that might 
get missed – we’re emailing all sides that are 
af liated with a JMO organisation. Do you know 
any that aren’t?  

Jack Worth
(Headington Quarry Morris Dancers, 
Summertown Morris, Bristol Morris Men, 
Ditchling Morris)

Editor’s note: The census does not include the actual 
dance repertoire of  individual sides, a point raised in 
my article in the Spring Newsletter. I am currently 
looking at ways in which such a survey could be 
implemented and presented. Together with Jack’s 
census we would then have a very comprehensive 
snapshot of the state of morris dancing some 80 
years after formation of the Ring and 25 years after 
the establishment of the Federation.

  Morris Census
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Trefor Owen
Gweithdy Clocsiau 
(The Clog Workshop)
Henbont Road
CRICIETH
Gwynedd
LL52 0DG
Home tel: 01766 523 695

Workshop/Mobile: 07712 822 453

Email: treforowenclogmaker@gmail.com

WEB: treforowenclogmaker.co.uk

Clogs, Rubber shods, Fancy Laces, Badges and bits supplied as always 
“Good metal” Clog Irons  tted at the Workshop.

We make ALL our own Uppers, Rubbers and all our own Wooden Soles using only 
sustainable, local wood sources. 

Very few “Tree Miles” are run up in our business.

We can now make Clogs with Vegetarian Uppers though the colour range is limited.

Sadly we don’t make the Nails yet – but I am working on that!

Dancing With Staves
The 5th October 2013 dawned an 
uncharacteristically sunny and mild autumn day 
as  fty dancers gathered at Saltford Community 
Hall near Bath. Roy Dommett was there with 
his wife, Marguerite, to talk about and teach the 
stave dances used by the Friendly Societies. 

Friendly Societies came into being as self-help 
associations in the late 1700’s. Some still survive 
today, often as building societies, but most of the 
village and small town societies disappeared 
with the coming of National Insurance and other 
social changes. The Friendly Society modus 
operandi was to take a weekly subscription from 
its members and in return if they were sick and 
could not work (thus no pay) they were given 
money from ‘the box’ to pay for the necessities 
of life and the doctor. If the worst came to the 
worst they saw you decently buried. 

Once a year, if funds allowed, club day was 
celebrated. A vestige of this remains in the dates 
set for many village fetes. Club day consisted 
of ‘the walk’, often beating the bounds, carrying 
in some instances banners as well as staves; 
which were the badge of membership of the 
society.  The staves were about two metres 
long (sometimes painted with spirals) topped 
by each village’s own distinctive pole head, 

decorated with ribbons or woollen tassels.  In 
very poor areas only the of cers were supplied 
with staves. The celebrations would also include 
a church service, a feast and in some villages 
dancing with the staves. 

Roy started by reminiscing on his early 
researches that led him to read the somewhat 
dry minute books of the societies, detailing their 
proceedings. Luckily he struck gold and found 
mention of the dances they practised for their 
club day. A newspaper article provided additional 
information that whetted his appetite to consider 
these dances as a distinct group worthy of further 
investigation.

One of the problems with recording the 
information on the dances for use by other 
sides of dancers, and for this article, is that 
they have no set names or set tunes. This often 
means that, nowadays, the dances get referred 
to by different names by each team. The given 
names re ect the tunes chosen by each side or 
a choreographic feature; and that can be some 
style point added by a side.

Roy taught a series of dances starting with the 
Wedding Reel from Buckthorn Weston (known 
to Somerset Morris as ‘Buttered Peas’ after the 

tune they use to 
perform the dance, 
with slightly altered 
c h o r e o g r a p h y ) , 
‘The Dorsetshire 
March’ ( called 
‘Soldier’s Cloak’ by 
Somerset Morris), 
‘Up the Sides and 
Down the Middle’, 
‘Spithead Fleet’ 
(known as ‘The Nod’ 
by Somerset Morris 
after an added head 
movement in the 
last part of the  gure 
sequence) and 
the ‘Step Dance’. 
During the morning 
there were also  
d e m o n s t r a t i o n s 
by the hosting 
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side, Somerset Morris, and Fleur de Lys, from 
Guildford.

The lunch break gave dancers a chance to look 
at the exhibition of Friendly Society Memorabilia 
mounted by Tom Randall. This included the 
sashes worn by the members of some societies, 
rule books and stave heads. In Somerset, Dorset, 
part of Devon and part of Wiltshire the heads 
were made of brass as Keynsham, near Bristol, 
was the centre of the brass making industry at 
this time. Many of these heads have survived 
through being used as church warden staves, or 
in museums. In other parts of the country wood 
was used and as a result most of these have 
perished. 

While lunch was digested Phillip Hoyland gave 
a highly amusing talk on the Friendly Societies, 
stave brasses and their very odd rule books. It 
certainly made the audience wonder what the 
members were getting up to in the villages of 
Dorset and Somerset for certain activities to be 
speci cally banned. (This being a respectable 
journal no more shall be said here!)

During the afternoon session Roy taught ‘The 
Pilney Stave Dance’ followed by the Stourton 
Caundle Friendly Society dance set. Afterwards 
Barbara Butler and Julie Wardle of Somerset 
Morris taught two of the newer choruses; 
‘Bishop’s Caundle’ (also called ‘The Girl I Left 
behind Me’ after the tune used) and ‘Pig Roast’ 
danced to ‘Accelerate the Tractor’ a modern 
tune by Giles Brown to pair with the old tune of 
‘Speed the Plough’.

A break for tea and homemade cakes gave both 
dancers and musicians renewed energy ready 

to try some of the modern stave dances. ‘The 
Tea Clipper’, a favourite of Bourne Bumpers was 
taught by Margaret Rustici from the side and two 
dances from Somerset Morris’s ‘Local Set’ (the 
‘Round House’ (music ‘Gloucester Hornpipe’) 
and ‘White Tree’ (music: ‘Enrico’), named after 
road junctions) were taught by Barbara Butler to 
bring the day to a close.

Roy believes there is probably more information 
on dancing with staves out there in the old record 
books of the Friendly Societies, it is simply a 
case of  nding someone with in nite patience to 
go through these, often long winded, records of 
rural life minutiae. Any volunteers? 

For those who missed the day the event was 
recorded by Peter Buchannan, who edited the 
footage down to two DVDs which cost £10.00 
and these can be purchased by contacting him 
on 07808724241.

A.G.M. REMINDER
Belfagan will be pleased to see you for a super 
day of dance in Keswick on Sept 27th 2014 
followed by the AGM. Full details are available 
on our websitehttp://belfagan.blogspot.co.uk

There will also be dancing on the Sunday for 
sides wishing to make a weekend of it. If you’re 
planning to come please email your intention 
to belfaganmorris@gmail.com,

We look forward to hearing from you, and 
sharing a great weekend of dance.

Margaret Wiltshire
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The  rst indication of the excitement 
we had to come was an email to “All 
Jerusalem Jammers” from our secretary 
saying she had been approached about 
us dancing on a mid week morning as part 
of the introduction to a conference — and 
it was to be in the King Power Stadium 
home of Leicester City Football Club.  
Some of us stopped reading there and 
imagined dancing on the hallowed pitch 
itself, others read on and gave our 
opinions on the fee and the feasibility 
of the idea.  It turned out we would 
have a band (ever loyal and available, 
thank you) and enough dancers to do 
two dances as requested with a few 
minutes set aside to explain to those 
who were attending the conference, 
including some from abroad, what we 
are about!  To ensure we weren’t late 
for the gathering time of  8.15 we all 
gave ourselves far too much time to 
negotiate the early morning traf c. We 
went in and were shown the conference 
room where we would be dancing, and 
taken to a ‘small room’ where we could 
sort ourselves out. This small room was 
in fact the corporate  box of a large 
 nance company with an excellent view 
over the stadium, and the Jammer who 
is a City Season Ticket holder pointed 
out various points of interest, like where 
the visiting fans gather, and, of course, 
her own seat.  We watched ground staff 
tending to the turf after the match the 
night before, when Leicester City had 
won the  xture that ensured they would 
gain promotion to the Premier League 
for next season.   There was of course 
discussion about who was dancing 
where in each dance and exactly which 
order the  gures come in Glossop.  We 
would be collected in good time the 
organisers said and our bags would 
be safely locked in so we waited what 
seemed like an age before being 
escorted down, across the back of the 
conference to the side door we were to 
appear from. Accordionist Peter played 
brightly as we marched on to an amazing 
reception from over 300 delegates, and 

we lined up and began ‘Cadeby Rectory’.  I concentrated 
well but couldn’t fail to hear the audience clapping along 
with the beat of ‘I danced in the morning’ — and then the 
two of cials on stage behind us did a couple of arm turns, 
again well in time with the music.  We danced off to great 
applause and Peter talked for a few minutes before we 
came on again to dance Glossop - to an audience by now 
looking more at the detail I felt.  Again it was well received 
and we all thought it was a really special way to start a 
Wednesday – we just hope those who spent the rest of 
that day and the next two hearing about “Signs of Safety” 
enjoyed it as much.

As a bonus we came back to earth down the staircase 
rather than the lift and enjoyed the view on a lovely 
morning over Leicester’s River Soar.

Patsy Paterson  Jerusalem Jammers

Premier Pitch for Jerusalem Jammers
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Fee Lock reports on the BBC Radio 2 Folk 
Awards presentation which took place on 
Wednesday 19th February 2014 at The Royal 
Albert Hall, South Kensington, London

If you’ve never been to the Folk Awards, 
next year should be the year you give it a go, 
providing it’s open access as it has been for the 
last couple of years.  Previously it was invitation-
only – promoters, agents, music journalist & 
the like – I managed to get on the reserve list 
a couple of times and was thrilled to represent 
Morris dancing, particularly a couple of years ago 
when it was in Salford and Moulton Morris (of 
the Morris Ring) were dancing in the foyer.  This 
had been the  rst time, astonishingly, that Morris 
dancing featured.  In 2014, however, the baton 
was carried by Laurel Swift & Morris Offspring, 
and this time it was part of the show.  Not before 
time, in my entirely personal opinion.

This year it was held in the Albert Hall, and 
tickets were available in at least two tranches 
from the BBC website and the Albert Hall one.  
I managed to get a ticket from a very nice BBC 
cameraman who, since buying his, had been 
scheduled to work that evening, and at face 
price, too!

It was a stark contrast to the much-trailed The 
Brits, which were taking place at the same time.  
I gave up trying to celeb-spot after about twenty 
seconds when I realised that it was the same 
people we all meet in the queues for the bar and 
the ladies at festivals throughout the summer, 
just not in their festival garb.

And that was pretty much the tenor of the 
occasion.  Mark Radcliffe & Julie Fowlis were 
full of tongue-in-cheek comments about the two 
events, and even though The Brits garnered 
in nitely more publicity, I much prefer the esprit 
de corps of the Folk Awards:  after all, the zenith 
of most of the winners’ years would be sitting 
under canvas, singing or playing to most of us 
who were in the audience!

I bought a programme & CD of the nominees, 
which I’ve lodged in the Archives (I even 
managed to leave it unwrapped), and a list of 
the winners is below.

Lifetime Achievement Award Winners 
Clannad & Dr Martin Carthy MBE

Best Duo:  Phillip Henry & Hannah Martin

Best Traditional Track:  Willie of Winsbury
 Anaïs Mitchell & Jefferson Hamer

 Musician of the Year:  Aiden O’Rourke

Horizon Award:  
Greg Russell & Ciaran Algar

BBC Radio 2 Young Folk Award: 
The Mischa Macpherson Trio

Best Original Song:  
Two Ravens – Lisa Knapp

Best Album:  The Full English    

Best Group:  The Full English

Good Tradition Award:  
Cambridge Folk Festival

 Folk Singer of the Year:  Bella Hardy

In a new development, Cecil Sharp was the  rst 
inductee in the Hall of Fame; and that leads me to 
wonder whether Mary Neal is the second inductee 
next year!  I hope not to have spoiled the evening 
too much for you if you didn’t get a chance to see 
it on the BBC’s red button; there is usually a DVD 
of highlights available later in the year.

The BBC Radio 2 Folk Awards 2014

EXTRA COPIES OF NEWSLETTER ?
If you have submitted photographs and/or articles 
for publication and would like extra copies of the 
Newsletter, these are available only if ordered  
and paid for in advance within two weeks of the 
advertised copy date  Please give: Name of side, 
contact person, postal address, No. of copies  @ 
£3 each  

Cheques payable to Morris Federation
Post request to the Newsletter Editor, Bonny 
Green, Morchard Bishop, Crediton, EX17 6PG
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BAGPERSONS AND SECRETARIES   If there 
is any change in contact person, address, 
telephone or email please let Fee, our secretary,  
know as soon as possible.

Martyn Harvey reports on  an amazing 
success

DERT (Dancing England Rapper Tournament) is 
the annual national gathering where all the top 
rapper teams meet up. Famous teams feature 
like Black Swan (this year’s hosts), Newcastle 
Kingsmen, Gaorsach, Star and Shadow the 
list goes on, it is extensive. Almost all the 
established rapper teams wouldn’t miss this 
event and work throughout the year to produce 
their own piece de resistance. It is a competition 
with categories that include Traditional Dance, 
Youth (DERTy), Premier, Championship, 
Open, Spotlight, SDU (Sword Dance Union) 
award, Veteran, Buzz, Character, Musicians.                                                                         

DERT is very welcoming towards new teams 
even to those, like Crook Morris, for whom rapper 
is not their main dance form. Now let’s be honest 
this is one scary venture to enter.  

An arena full of crack rapper teams and you dare 
to put yourselves up and be judged alongside 
them. Yes, you are judged ! You get to dance 
in several pubs, where there are at least two 
judges who study intently what you do including 
stepping, sword handling and even the buzz the 
dance generates. Deep intake of breath !            
                                           
Crook Morris is well known in its own locality and 
at some festivals for performances of Cotswold 
and Welsh Border Morris. Less well known is 
that we also Rapper dance and have done so 
to a small degree for 20 years. Crook’s swords 
were crafted by Frank Lee of Brampton, near 
Carlisle, and funded by a local Neighbourhood 
Forum grant.                     

A few years ago Crook had attracted a number 
of new dancers and several were interested in 
having a go at rapper. More importantly they 
included two brothers with a good amount of 
rapper experience. The side was soon practising 
more, under the tutelage of new foreman Dan 
Mason and we even started going out on our 
own pub-based rapper tours.                 
                                                                      
In 2013 we attended DERT ’Dancing England 
Rapper Tournament’ in Burton On Trent. That 
was certainly an eye opener for most of us. 

We saw stylish, though frenetic, dances most 
performed to a scarily high standard. We came 
home inspired, spent the next year devising a new 
dance, chose a song to launch each performance 
and a theme that re ected our home area. We 
even attracted support from a local business and 
our musicians, 

Freddy Porter and Chris Malkin, found tunes that 
would complement our dance. Weeks of practice 
followed along with the usual scraped knuckles, 
re nements to the dance, kit enhancements, 
practice tours and I even lost weight !                  
                                        
Suddenly it was March 2014 and this year’s DERT 
was upon us. Teams gathered on the Friday night 
and Crook soon realised that on average we could 
give many years on some of the groups of youth 
that had gathered. Thankfully there were some 
over thirties.  By our normal festival Friday night 
standards we were remarkably sensible, didn’t 
drink too much and went to bed not too late. 
                                                                           
The actual competition was held throughout the 
Saturday in Leeds city centre. Teams got  one 
warm-up spot to loosen limbs, be settled and 
prepared. Each team then performed in six pubs, 
each time, in front of the judges. It was certainly 
an extremely challenging day.        

Crook’s whole dance was launched with a short 
poem from our character Pauline Woods - Wilson, 
dressed as an early mountain climber. The 
dancers then launched into a brief but glorious 
song, with excellent harmonies that was quite 
different from the approach of most other teams 
and seemed to be received really well. 

The Lake District theme was slickly delivered and 
included  gures representing the M6, Lakeland 
Mountains, Windermere, Castlerigg Stone Circle 
and, of course, Kendal Mint Cake! Samples of 
this world famous confectionery, donated by 
supporters George Romney Ltd, were generously 
distributed amongst our audiences - and gratefully 
received it was too.                                               

Crook Morris Steals The Show 
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The  dance                    
culminated in a 
ten-sword lock 
invented by 
dancer Sam 
Mason and 
with his 
brother 
Dan, the 
three other 
stalwart 
dancers 
- Claire 
Duplock, 
Angie Ward 
and Martyn 
Harvey, 
character 
Pauline and 
musicians Freddy 
and Chris - we felt 
well pleased with 
our efforts at the end of the day. 

We made our way back to the evening venue for 
a collapse, an excellent curry and  a welcome 
drink

                                                        
It came to the time for compere, Bob Dalrymple, 
to announce all the results. Truly there was 
an electric air of excitement and anticipation 
throughout the hall.               

“Winners of the Sword Dance Union 
trophy……Crook Morris“. Screams, 
shouts, total bedlam why couldn’t we act 
our age ? Wow, we’d won something!                                                                                          
            
“Best Newcomer……. Crook Morris”. “OMG”, 
a voice shouted, “We’ve won two prizes !” Oh, 
that might have been me.               

“The Open Championship. Third place - Medlock 
Rapper….Second Place - Stone Monkey 
Silverbacks……First Place and they should 
never have been let out of the county.  …Crook 
Morris!                                                         

Had we heard correctly - a  rst place in this 
prestigious category to go with the other two? 
Yes, by just three points, yes we had ! Cue 
mayhem, cue inappropriate behaviour but truly 
we were dazed, left in a state of shock and 
perhaps understandably total euphoric.                 

Yes, you can guess what happened next. 
The party started, songs with Red Mum from 
Denmark, drinks with anyone and silly grins on 
our faces. Those grins were still in place two 
nights later when we had the pleasure of sharing 
our joy and performing the entire showpiece for 
all of our friends in Crook Morris.                                                                                       

As Crook Morris’ Rapper we are proud to have 
represented Kendal and the Lake District at this 
national level. Three trophies in our  rst year of 
competition was beyond our wildest dreams. 
We’re off to DERT in Bristol next year, we can’t 
wait !                       

                                                                           
 

That evening four hundred participants gathered 
together for the results. 

Crook Morris was eligible in three categories:-
*  The Sword Dance Union prize for the team 
whose main dance is not rapper. 
*   Best Newcomers.
* The Open Championship which included 
established rapper teams.                               

We did have hopes in the  rst category, some 
of us even dreamt of a top three place in the 
second. But what would the reality hold.?          
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The J.M.O. Day of Dance, Cambridge 
Saturday 10th May 2014

Organised  by Cambridge Morris Men 
on behalf of the Morris Ring

Photographs by Mike Everett

Adlington Morris Men 
    

Bare Bones Border  
      

London Pride Morris Men

Spirimawgus
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Right:  
Westrefelda.  

Below left:  
Ripley Green Garters.   

 
Below right: 

Buttercross Belles

 
Massed Morris Display

And in 2015 the Joint Morris Organisations annual day of dance will 
be the responsibility of Open Morris . The event will be based in Bristol 
on Saturday, 11th April. 
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 21 Ways To Celebrate 21 Years 
Gina Siddons tells 
of the Coming of 
Age of Mockbeggar 
Morris 

When I was reading 
through some back issues 
of Morris Federation News  
I noticed a striking similarity 
between the way some 
ladies’ morris sides were formed and our own side 
here on the Wirral.  Our eight original members were 
mainly the wives of Mersey Morris Men, keen dancers 
and looking for a way to keep  t.  One  enthusiastic 
member had danced North West Morris before and 
was the driving force leading to our  rst dance-out 
in the summer of 1992.  Mersey Morris Men were 
very supportive and encouraged us to dance at their 
events. Such was the enthusiasm that some of our 
daughters also joined the side.  

With so many ideas for our 21st anniversary 
celebrations we took up the suggestion of having 
a rolling programme of twenty-one events, not 
necessarily  all dancing,  As we were not sure whether 
to celebrate the date of the inaugural meeting or 
the  rst dance out, our festivities spread over 14 
months. 

Our celebrations began on 1 June 2012 when Mel 
C carried the Olympic Flame through a   crowded 
Birkenhead Park.  After waiting ages  we danced 
Black Adder, with hoops covered with our colours of 
green, blue and red ribbons. We must  nd a dance 
with hoops for  ve dancers for the next Olympics ! 

Our next event was a procession at Willaston Village 
Fair, with a moment of  panic when none of us could 
remember the tune for Churchtown.  Somebody 
shouted to the musicians to play any march and so 
we danced along the main street to ‘The Grand Old 
Duke of York’.  After a few dances  some of us  set 
off up the Wirral for a 20 mile sponsored walk to be 
completed in two sections.We were joined on the 2nd 
day (Heswall to Mockbeggar 
Wharf) on Sunday by some 
Mersey Morris Men. We 
were invited to climb the 
130 steps of Leasowe 
Lighthouse, which  was 
once    was known as the 
Upper Mockbeggar Light. 
When lined up with the 
Lower Mockbeggar Light 
it allowed safe passage 

for ships approaching Mersey Docks. The 
money that we raised was shared between St 
John’s Hospice and Claire House Children’s 
Hospice.  

A popular annual trip is to Bebington Folk 
Dance Club’s Weekend Summer Camp 
in the Lake District. Originally started   to 
teach  a group of youngsters the basic steps 
for English folk dances, the programme 
now  includes other styles of dance such as 

Rapper Sword, Step 
Clog, Scottish and 
English folk.  Last  year, 
dancing in the square at 
Cartmel,  we were asked 
by a guest at a wedding 
nearby to dance for the 
bridal couple and their 
guests.    

Youngsters at the Lighthouse Special Needs Youth 
Club   in Birkenhead   watched our dances with great 
interest and joined in eagerly in a vibrant atmosphere. 
We were also warmly welcomed  at the Pinetum 
Nursing Home in Chester where we entertained the 
residents after their lunch.  As we danced in the very 
warm and cosy space, we were aware of foot tapping, 
heads nodding (not all nodding off!) and  some 
maraccas, supplied by a nurse, rattling in time to the 
music.  Our visit to a pack of Beavers in West Kirby 
was more challenging as they joined in energetically 
but paid little 
attention to 
instructions.

One of our 
member, a 
teacher , was 
delighted to 
see us when 
we made 
a surprise 
appearance at her retirement party  and encouraged  
other members of the primary school staff to join in 
a dance. 

An unforeseen problem arose when we turned up 
to  dance for  the 85th anniversary of Coronation 
Gardens in West Kirby  to  nd  a clairvoyant evening  
in full swing  even though  we   had booked the date 
with the café 

Since attracting new members has become an issue 
for us  we advertised an Open Evening at one of 
our practice nights in an attempt to bring in young 
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dancers. Although there was a good turn out and all 
seemd to have  a good time unfortunately none of 
the new dancers returned so we reluctantly started 
learning four person dances.  Practice nights were 
also an opportunity to gather items for the local 
Food Bank and the Christmas boxes for Operation 
Christmas Child, some of us knitting toys and mitts 
for the children. 

During the winter we held a Barn Dance at which 
over £400 was raised  for a child to enjoy an activity 
holiday in Derbyshire. We invited past members, 
brought out the scrapbooks, included a quiz, and 
kept the  catering and other costs low.
  
We were hesitant to accept an invitation to dance at a 
wedding reception at Thornton Hall lest we   we made 
a mistake and spoiled the bridal couple’s special day. 
As usual however we rose to the occasion, and the 
bride and groom insisted on being photographed with 
us.  

We always enjoy meeting with fellow morris sides 
and there was cheering camaradie at Southport 
Swords’ Day of Dance in Liverpooll, despite inclement 
weeather.  The shopping centre is busy on a Saturday 
but people are most welcoming and pleased to 
watch traditional dancing. We still share two annual 
events with Mersey Morris Men – May Day morning 
and their end of season evening.  At 4.45am on 1 
May we assembled in the car park at Bidston Hill to 
walk to a fairly  at area near the observatory.  After 
Mersey MM danced Fieldtown Shepherd’s Hey with 
its haunting tune we took turns with the dances.  
We were rewarded with a beautiful sunrise over 
the Dee estuary before returning to the car park for 
bacon butties cooked on a camping stove.  The  nal 
evening of dance was also next to the Dee but this 
time we watched the sun set as we performed to a 
large audience of friends and family.

For our display at The Wirral Food and Drink Festival  
over the August Bank Holiday we arrived with a 
mop, rags and paper towels, to add to our strange 
appearance.  In some previous years  heavy rain had  
turned the  eld to mud and the dance  oor was a 
thick sheet of rubber, which had to be cleaned and 
dried to prevent slipping.    Luckily the rain kept off 
and we proved to be a popular entertainment for the 
crowds, especially when  their children were able to 
join in with us. 
  
Another delightful sunny afternoon was spent at 
the 250th anniversary celebrations of Leasowe 
Lighthouse. The stalls, old games such as hopscotch 
and shove ha’penny, The Wirral Ukulele Orchestra, 
sea shanties and nautical tales from a storyteller all 
helped to create the right atmosphere for the crowds. 

When  we tried to go under cover to practise a dance  
passers by still stopped to watch and applauded us, 
adding to the friendly mood of the afternoon.   

A coach trip was one idea for our anniversary  We 
combined a display at a school fete with a tour  of 
some of the places from which our dances take their 
name. We danced ‘Hindley’ on the car park in Morris 
Street, Hindley, ‘Abram Circle’ at the Dover Lock Inn 
in Abram, ‘Bollin’ and other dances at Bollin Primary 
School, ‘Runcorn’ at Halton Castle overlooking 
Runcorn and  the processional ‘Churchtown’ around 
the grass circle in front of the castle.  Our next stop 
was at Willaston Green where we performed our own 
dance of the same name‘  and  nally we danced 
‘Plymouth’ outside Archers ice cream parlour in 
Heswall. We had a super coach driver who coped 
admirably with his unusual passengers and proved 
very helpful throughout the day.

To round off our activities we spent a weekend in 
August at the Nightingale Centre in Hucklow to 
sample the facilities and dance in the villages nearby.  
After a rather scary trek to the pub in a thunderstorm 
on the Friday evening we were up bright and early 
on Saturday all keen to dance.  At our  rst session 
outside the National Trust property, Eyam Hall we 
were complimented by the audience and by the staff 
who invited us in to have a look around.  We then 
hurried on to Bradwell where we were to join in the 
procession for the well dressing.  We were amazed 
at the number and variety of  oats waiting to move 
off around the village – the Gruffalo, the High Peak 
Charity Rosebud in the back of a hatchback, youth 
organisations and bands.  We chose to dance the 
processional dance ‘Churchtown’ and soon realised 
the problem of communication from the front of the 
set to the back with so many other sounds around.  It 
was a very hot, sunny day but the enthusiasm of the 
crowds kept us going until we were able to  op down 
in the park with ice creams and cups of tea.  However, 
our squire and foreman  decided that we had a bit 
more dancing in us and we were off again up a steep 
hill to perform on a slope outside  Bowling Green pub.  
Back at the Nightingale Centre and forti ed with a 
few drinks we enjoyed a delightful evening of dance 
at a ceilidh which had been organised for us. The 
following morning we opted for coffee and a stroll 
around the village of Eyam before a delicious roast 
dinner back at base.

Well there is no time to sit on our laurels – our 25th 
anniversary will soon be upon us.  

Photos opposite, from top. Hindley, Eyam Hall, 
Southport Swords Day of Dance, Willaston Green
 
Editor: this is an abridged version of the article I received. 
The full article is available on request.
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Thank You Border Morris 
 Sally Hamlyn re ects

I have been wondering lately, just where I might 
now be if it hadn’t been for my huge love of the 
morris and all that it brings with it.

Recently I have been part of long discussion (on 
a well know social media site!), which was started 
by a friend of mine. She posed the question, ‘Is 
morris dancing a hobby or a life-style.’

This provoked many varied ideas and some 
heated responses, and it got me thinking.

I  rst encountered morris at a pub in London 
in 1974. It was Hammersmith Morris and I was 
completely smitten, but was  rmly told that 
‘women do not dance the morris!’

But, thankfully almost ten years later, Border 
Morris had arrived and it was okay for women to 
dance, just as long as it wasn’t Cotswold, and so I 
 nally achieved my dream and started dancing.

And my life was completely transformed. Morris 
is the very best world you can be in and some 
thirty years later I am still involved, now playing 
for two sides and part of a ‘scratch’ side.

There is just one cloud on my shiny horizon, and 
it is a pang of jealousy. You see, I would have 
just loved to dance Cotswold. When I  rst started 
to dance I was young,  t and thin, and a good 
dancer. I would have done Cotswold proud. But I 
wasn’t allowed to! Now, there are so many young 
girls dancing the tradition beautifully, and I am so 
frustrated. I am now too old, stiff and just a bit 
podgy to follow that path and would not be able 
to do it justice. 

If it hadn’t been for Border morris I may never 
have danced at all, and I wonder how many other 
women who now are hugely important to the 
morris world may have also slipped through the 
net.

Modern Border has now taken many strange and 
wonderful turns in its development and I know 
there are some who are against it, but without it I 
wonder where the folk dance world would be.

(Right: Sally playing Cotswold for Tinners)

So, that is why I have to say a huge ‘thank you’ to 
Mr Kirkpatrick and his Border revival, for without 
that I would never have been a morris dancer, 
never learnt to play the melodeon, never met 
so many amazing people or travelled to strange 
places I would never have dreamed of visiting. 

So, I go back to the original question, is morris a 
hobby or a lifestyle? I know what I think.

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR NEWSLETTER
Photographs and illustrations should be in high 
resolution .jpg or pdf, though .gif, .png and .tiff  les 
can also be accepted. Any illustration embedded in 
text should also be sent as separate attachments. 

Please ensure that 
you have permission 
for photographs 
to be published,  
particularly if children 
are included. Credit 
to photographers will 
be given if provided.
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Paul White’s 
Diary

Contact Paul at pwhite420@btinternet.com and 
follow him on Twitter @morrisbells

*The Carnkie Cloggers Weekend of Dance was 
based at  Rosudgeon, near Marazion, from 13th 
to 15th June. 
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Traditional British Clogs

Phil Howard - Clogs and Leatherwork
Full-Time professional Clog Maker

www.nw-clogs.co.uk
e-mail: jp.howard04.ntlworld.com  tel: 0161 494 0224

www.facebook.com/philhowardclogs

Despite the recent reduction to 9 ½ digits (www.facebook.com/philhowardclogs) I am still hand making clogs 
to both bespoke and standard sizes . With the usual 6-8 week turnaround for clogs ordered.

All clogs are made entirely on the premises using only my own soles 
(not machine made) and full-grain leather uppers.

Also re-wooding and resoling
Standard and extra-hard rubber soles (shods) and heels supplied www.nw-clogs.co.uk/shods  

Original unused clog irons now available including clog nails.

Leatherwork including Badges www.nw-clogs.co.uk/badges , Keyrings, Ear rings, Bell pads, belts etc. 
My own work so other designs can be made.

For up to date Prices and Events go to:  www.nw-clogs.co.uk

Clogs without  pretensions.

Last summer I gave up teaching and took a 
job in a small sewing workshop. It’s interesting 
being in a job where it’s OK to chat all day. They 
soon found out that I was a morris dancer and 
interesting conversations have ensued. I have 
recently begun offering a service to make bits of 
kit for teams and was bemoaning the fact that 
I couldn’t  nd the exact shade of royal blue for 
Berkshire Bedlams’ rosettes. Imagine my horror 
when they all confessed that they didn’t realise 
that teams had a speci c kit. They thought that 
people just cobbled something together that 
was a ‘morris costume’. Now, I know that Suffolk 
is the back of beyond, but actually, my team, 
Westrefelda, prides itself on a smart turn out. It 
got me thinking about what the audience actually 
see when they watch the dancing. 

I have started looking closely at team’s kit and 
I have to admit that I am generally ashamed at 
the standard. We put ourselves out there as a 
performance, and getting the clothes right is the 
easy bit. There’s a lot of stapled or safety pinned 
baldricks, mismatched bells, frayed ribbons, 
grubby whites and unpolished shoes. Add the 

What do you think you look like? 
straggly beards, straining shirt buttons and dirty 
tatter jackets and no wonder that the public often 
just walk past. Why would they stop?

So, have a close look at how you present 
yourselves as a team. Are you worth stopping 
for? Why bother practising all winter if your 
presentation lets you down. Most teams know 
someone handy with a needle, but if not, then 
why not think about paying a small amount to 
freshen things up?

As long as we, as a community, continue to 
treat our pastime with so little pride, we cannot 
complain about how others perceive us. 

Jenny Everett (self appointed of cer of OFSTD 
– Of ce For Standards in Traditional Dance
Ideas for articles for inclusion in the 
Newsletter are always welcome.  Send me 
an email or give me a ring if you wish to 
discuss a suggestion. Meanwhile, please 
keep sending the photographs, club reports 
of anniversaries, memorable trips etc.

Colin
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It’s All About Spring 
Making fun of Morris dancing is not unknown, 
and if affectionately done can be amusing even 
to those of us who hold this form of dance dear. 
But it’s frustrating when those pointing the  nger 
and laughing haven’t grasped the essence of 
what they’re mocking. I was reminded of this 
when some performances surfaced last year on 
Youtube of an ‘experimental Morris team’, the Bo 
Diddlers, reported to have been founded for the 
Brighton Fringe Festival of 2008, and to include 
‘some of the top dancers from the contemporary 
dance world’. They showed 
amazing stick-handling 
and great teamwork, and 
were entertaining - but 
their dancing was awful 
- skipping about with no 
power. Whenever Morris is 
imitated in order to mock 
it, it’s that effete skipping 
which makes the dancing 
look ridiculous. What is it in 
Morris dancing which these 
‘top dancers’ were missing? It’s all about spring. 
Spring in the stepping is what makes Morris a 
splendid spectacle - and it is something that 
many a team lacks.

It’s a problem which has been around a long 
time. Windsor Morris wrote an open letter to 
the Women’s Morris Federation in April 1976 
in response to debates about how women’s 
teams could lose the image of being ‘ uffy’. They 
pointed out that Morris ‘was traditionally a ritual, 
ceremonial, vigorous dance… different from a 
social or country dance’ [although we’d be a bit 
more cautious now about the word ‘ritual’] and 
cautioned teams against presenting themselves 
as ‘dainty country dancers’. The major problem, 
they concluded, ‘is the Morris STEP’. It was hard 
to tell from the performances of many Morris 
teams of the late 1970s what that step should be, 
but fortunately there is an authoritative written 
source. Cecil Sharp’s Morris Book,  rst published 
in 1907, describes a method of teaching single-
step: ‘Let the learner stand at attention and begin 
to mark time at an elastic trot… treading on the 
ball of the foot only, and springing from one foot 
to the other… he must keep the knees straight, 
and bring each foot forward alternately in a sharp 
swing (almost a jerk) of some  fteen to eighteen 

inches’. He makes the point that ‘the thigh of the 
free leg is swung forward and backward, never 
lifted up’, with the knee ‘straight, but not rigid’ 
and the ankle ‘loose and  exible’. The knee of 
the supporting leg naturally bends slightly for the 
spring.

It’s that spring that produces the powerful, eye-
catching surge of movement, which, especially 
when performed by six or eight dancers all 
beautifully together and in lines, is the hallmark 
of Cotswold Morris. Try getting your dancers to 
stand in front of a wall and kick it on each hop of 
their single- or double-steps – that’ll stop them 
bringing their knees up! In the other traditions 
too, though the emphasis of the stepping is more 
stamping down than leaping up, you need to 
have a spring in the step to avoid projecting an 
image of shambling. 

Foremen everywhere, bear in mind: we need 
to be teaching dancing, not just dances, and 
we need to think about style, because that has 
a huge impact on performance. The Autumn 
2013 issue of EFDSS magazine English Dance 
and Song quotes social dance caller and tutor 
Philippe Callens ‘Technique, style, posture… 
that’s what we really should be dong as dance 
teachers… You cannot separate teaching for 
fun and teaching for good dancing –they belong 
together.’ It’s true for all forms 
of dance. It’s lovely to have 
beginners who can learn just 
from imitating, but they’re few 
and far between – YOU need 
to teach. Don’t let your team be 
amongst those giving the outside 
world something to laugh at.

The  nal word from Cecil Sharp more than 100 
years ago:  the Morris step ‘is of the nature of a 
running, not a walking, movement. To omit the 
spring from one foot to the other, thus converting 
the step into a walk, is a serious fault’. Or to 
paraphrase Irving Mills and Duke Ellington ‘It 
don’t mean a thing if it ain’t got that spring’.

Shirley Dixon

Spring in their step:  Fool’s Gambit & Seven Champions
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Never heard of it?  Read on……….

Rag Bag Morris was started 20 odd years ago, 
under the name of “The Old Wrappers”, changing 
to “Rag Bag Morris” about 10 years ago. The 
name re ects the fact that we decided not to have 
a  xed kit. We all wear black shoes/boots, trousers 
that are mainly black and some sort of rag jacket, 
but that’s as standardised as we get. 
We don’t look as neat and tidy 
as other sides do, but it does 
mean everyone can be 
creative. You’ll see various 
colour schemes, quite a 
few feathers,  owers and 
other materials, and an 
assortment of hats.

We are a mixed side, based 
at Allanton, a small village in 
the Scottish Borders, a few miles 
from the border between Scotland 
and England. We come from both sides of the 
border and dance outside friendly pubs in both 
the Scottish Borders and North Northumberland 
through the summer. 

We realised some time ago that there aren’t many 
Morris sides within easy reach; so meeting up 
with other sides is a rare event. A few of us have 
been with other sides previously, and a number 
of us are regular attenders at open days and the 
workshops at the Whitby Folk Week, but, by and 
large, we are pretty isolated. We decided that, 
rather than worry about whether we were doing 
other traditions as they “should” be done, we’d just 
get on with developing our own. Thus the “Scottish 
Border Tradition” was born. We’ve usually taken 
our inspiration from a local event, custom, place 
or personality, and tried to use local tunes as much 
as possible, although the local musical tradition 
is mainly for  ddle music, which does not always 
meet with the approval of our unruly musicians 
who dare to have ideas of their own! 

We were amused to see ourselves on BBC4 
recently, on Martin Amis’s “England”, dancing 
one of our few dances from elsewhere- Vandals 
of Hammerwich. It’s a bit unfortunate that a 
programme eulogising the nature of “Englishness” 
should use a clip of one of the few sides based in 

Scottish Border Tradition 
Scotland! One thing we never worry about is 
whether we are English or Scottish; we don’t 
get concerned about the exact origins of our 
dance form, and are somewhat nonplussed at 
being seen as characteristically English.

We started writing our own dances many years 
ago. The oldest one is “Days of Truce”, danced 

to the tune “Lasses of Duns”, which 
commemorates the days before 

the Union of the Crowns when 
our area was essentially 

bandit country- a useful 
buffer zone between 
Scotland and England. 
Every now and again 
the sheriff of one of local 

garrisons would declare 
a “Day of Truce” when 

grievances could be aired and 
justice possibly administered. As 

often as not, scuf es would break out 
between groups owing vague allegiance to 
either Scotland or England. Sometimes, as in 
our dance, these would be resolved, sometimes 
not. Several years ago, some of us taught this 
dance at a “Freaks in the Peaks” meeting, and 
I’m delighted that it now seems to have entered 
the repertoire of several sides.

Since then, we’ve really got into the swing of 
creating dances. We’ve found that we need 
to start with the music and make a dance to 
 t, rather than the other way around. We’ve 
also found, I suspect unlike many people, that 
we do better in collaboration, rather than just 
one person taking responsibility for writing a 
dance. That way, we can draw on the different 
experiences, knowledge and skills of members 
of the side. 

Our favourites at the moment are probably 
“The Swing Plough” and “The Blackadder 
Doublestep”. The  rst commemorates James 
Small who, in a small workshop not far from 
where we practise, designed the swing plough, 
a device which revolutionised agriculture in 
the eighteenth century and made possible the 
Industrial Revolution. Not surprisingly, it involves 
a lot of swinging and  gures inspired by aspects 
of ploughing.  The Blackadder Doublestep is 
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named for the river that runs nearby, is danced 
to the tune “Lads of Dunse”, and was inspired by 
traditional Scottish dance  gures. In writing this 
one, we succumbed to the temptation of making 
things extremely complicated for ourselves, so 
we usually dance this one with expressions of 
deep concentration or mild panic on our faces.
Our latest dance is “The Great Unconformity”, 
created with support from “Get Scotland Dancing”. 
Danced to the tune “The Kielder Scottisch/The 
Laddie with the Plaidie” (depends which side of 
the border you are from), this commemorates 
James Hutton, the famous geologist, who 
revolutionised early Victorian thinking on the 
origins of the Earth. One of his key observations 
was of the unconformity off Siccar Point on the 
Scottish coast south of Dunbar. Our  gures all 
have geological names and call, to our minds 
at least, moving tectonic plates, crystals, types 
of rock and James Hutton bobbing about in a 
boat.

Other dances include “Ian Monaghan”, a dance 
which remembers a great accordion player 
who died suddenly some years ago, “Allanton 
Hornpipe”, inspired by the village where we meet, 
“Hume’s Dialectic”, which commemorates David 
Hume, the famous Scottish philosopher of the 
Enlightenment, who was born in nearby Chirnside, 
and “Jamie Allen”, the notorious piper who stole 
and cheated his way around Northumberland and 
the Scottish Borders, ending his days in prison in 
Durham. This one is danced to that ubiquitous 
tune and is in the process of revision. Originally, 
the tune demanded a continuous moving rant 
step, which, combined with the over-complicated 
hanky and stick movements we devised, (yes, 
we used both at the same time), was just too 
much for our knees and brains!

At the time of writing, we are in the process of 
preparing a book of our dances. Please contact 
us if you are interested. We are also getting 
ready for our  rst dance out at dawn on May 
Day. This year we are back on the causeway to 
Holy Island. We’re also dancing at the Rothbury 
Traditional Music Festival in July and at various 
pubs around the region through the summer. 
Visit us on Facebook to  nd out more.

Judith Davison
Bag Lady, Rag Bag Morris

 Letters
   
Just thought that the Morris Federation might like to 
know about this and indeed can take some credit.

Following the Federation’s request for 
Shrewsbury Morris to consider hosting the 2013 
Day of Dance, along with other things as well, 
Shrewsbury Morris seem to have gone from 
strength to strength. An in ux of new members, 
lots of invitations to events and as some will be 
aware marketing the event was very much part 
of a focus to increase our social media presence. 

Our Twitter following increases daily 
(Shrewsbury Morris now have over 20,000 
followers) and we try to do much not only to 
promote Morris in general, but also to promote 
the town along with with many Shrewsbury 
businesses, events and organisations. The 
town de nitely seems to like what we represent 
ie dance, colour, music, smiling faces etc!!

Last night the team were honoured to receive a 
Shrewsbury Town Council Silver Mayor’s Award ‘In 
recognition and appreciation of your outstanding 
contribution to the Community’. Needless to say 
we are chuffed to bits!! We know other teams 
will have been recipients of local awards but we 
also just wanted to say thanks to the Federation 
for the part they played in this achievement 
and thought you might just like to know.

Hi Folks

Keep up the good work.
Bev & Ray

And if you’ve ever wondered about the 
idea of men only dancing morris ... 
A long time in the past, England had a ‘North 
King’, or Nor roi, who could make decisions 
regarding defence etc. in the north of England 
on behalf of the King. Hence the family name 
NORRIS.
Old, handwritten books show the letter N with a 
long leading tail, easily mistaken for an M.
Someone had the idea to use dancing as training 
for  tness for war.  So Morris Dancing can be :-
1)     any dance, any music
2)     with wooden weapons
3)      no women!
 
From ‘Ring those bells’ in the Telegraph, by Jasper 
Copping, contributed by  George Wernham
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 Snippets
RAMPANT ROOSTER’S 21st
The Dorking-based morris dancers, the Rampant 
Roosters, are celebrating their 21stbirthday this 
year.  We came together in 1993 and, because 
the precise date of our foundation is lost in the 
mists of time, and in the ensuing alcoholic haze, 
we are having a whole year of special events 
and parties.  The  rst of these was an evening, 
scratch Ale on Saturday March 29th with some 60 
Cotswold morris dancers and musicians gathered 
to celebrate the occasion.   Our dancing friends 
came from EwellSt Mary Morris Men, Thames 
Valley Morris Men, Kingston Morris, Fleur de Lys, 
Black Dragon, Broadwood Morris Men, Ditchling 
Village Morris, Box Hill Bedlam and Old Shoreham 
Buccaneers and included members from the early 
years as well as very new recruits.   We believe 
that this was the  rst Ale of its type in Surrey and 
we think it was a great start to our birthday year.
  
FOOLS & BEASTS UNCONVENTION
This year, Trigg Morris will be hosting, aided and 
abetted by  Tywardreath Morris and Plymouth 
Morris will be held at St Mabyn Holiday Park, 
17th-19th October, 2014. Details at http://www.
foolsandbeasts.org.uk It is open to fools and 
beasts from any side - Federation, Ring or 
Open.

 The role of the fool or beast is to supplement,  and 
not detract, from the main purpose of the show 
– the dancing! Attending the Unconvention and 
taking part in the workshops will give delegates 
the chance to learn or revise techniques in 
which standards of fooling and beasting can be 
enhanced, which has always been the aim of 
the Illustrious Order of Fools and Beasts from its 
inception.
 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS GUIDE
A short sequence of Hook Eagle, Fleur de Lys 
and Alton Morris together with interviews is 
featured on a video aimed at acquainting foreign 
students with the delights of English May customs 
& culture. See the clip on http://blog.uniplaces.
com/may-day-in-london-a-quick-guide-for-
international-students

Literary Corner  
Morris musicians lament

 Here I stand at the head of the set
 Waiting to play for the dance,
 Melodeon poised, bellows stretched
 Assuming the musician’s stance.

 Some of the dancers are ready
 Waiting in place, sticks up proud.
 Some are still standing and chatting,
 Most are just wandering around.

 At last they are all assembled,
 The Squire addresses the crowd.
 It’s time to start swapping places
 And discuss the dance out loud.

 It’s  nally time to get dancing,
 The Squire looks towards me in hope.
 I really would love to start playing,
 Without me how would they cope?

 They all gaze as one toward me
 Expecting to start the dance.
 Well, could somebody kindly tell me
 What we’re performing, perchance?

                                     Sally Hamlyn   

Morris Malarky           ISBN 9780955647567
Colin Andrews reviews the new novel from 
Marshall Coombs 

Few novels feature morris dancing and, unlike 
this latest book, do not focus solely on the 
personal relationships within a side. Indeed, 
anyone without a knowledge of morris might well 
be confused by its frequent references to speci c 
dances and traditions. The realistic petty politics 
and romantic dallyings could well happen within 
any small common-interest group, but the author, 
a dancer himself, has particularly written the 
novel  for a morris clientele. I only hope readers 
don’t  nd the  ction too close to the truth!

The narrative  ows well, and if you enjoy a light-
hearted read featuring your favourite past-time  
then you may like to try this. 

Published by Hedingham Fair. 128 pp, paperback £7.99
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RAMPANT ROOSTERS CROW AT DAWN

On May Day at 5.00am the Dorking-based 
Rampant Rooster Morris danced at the viewpoint 
on Box Hill, a long tradition for us, with Ewell 
St Mary Morris Men and as guests of Kingston 
Morris.  We had hoped to dance while the sun 
rose to illuminate the wonderful view of Dorking 
and the lovely Surrey countryside below us, but 
unfortunately we could only just manage to see 
each other in the swirling mist which blanketed the 
hill.  Later in the morning we danced at Reigate 
Police Station where, by special invitation, 
we entertained the staff in support of Cancer 
Research UK.  They joined in with a dance and 
impressed us all with their sticking!

Sunshine, Trade Union Rallies and a Steam 
Train Journey on May Day!

No need to peer out of the bedroom window this 
morning! The sun was already shining brightly 
through the curtains, making an auspicious 
beginning to the 2014 May Day tour. Bag packed, 
clogs newly polished, kit washed and pressed, 
off to join the coach waiting at Harthill, the most 
southerly village in South Yorkshire and home to 
Three Shires Ladies clog and garland dancers 
and Harthill Morris Men, whose organised the 
tour this year.

Everything was duly stowed in the luggage 
compartments, including a pushchair, numerous 
and various musical instruments, garlands and 

MORE MORRIS, BETTER MORRIS
A conference at Cecil Sharp House on Sunday 
2nd November,  organised by EFDSS & Barry 
Goodman, and sponsored by the Morris 
Federation. 

Make a note of the date.More information will 
appear in the Autumn Newsletter. See also  

ht t p : / / www. e f ds s .o rg / e f ds s -e du ca t i on /
professional-development/more-morris-better-
morris

Fancy going down under?
PERTH MORRIS MEN 40th 
ANNIVERSARY ALE 5-7th  SEPT 2014
We would like to invite any Morris persons to 
attend this historic occasion. RSVP by 25th 
July, but early indications of likely numbers 
appreciated. Longer stop-over possible.

Further details from Steven Mans eld (Squire)
Email squire@perthmorrismen.org
htttp://perthmorrismen.org
h t t p : / / ww w. 1 2 3 c o n t a c t f o r m . c o m / f o rm -
966074/40th-Anniversary-Ale-Registration

NEW ZEALAND MORRIS WAY OUT 
WEST TOUR 4th - 10th January 2015 
Based at New Plymouth , Taranaki, on the 
West coast of the North  Island , about 4 1/2 
hours drive south west of Auckland. COST; still 
to be  nalised but approx $425 NZ dollars. A 
$50 deposit by June 1st to the National Morris 
Dancing Tour bank account National Bank 
number 0501081855600  will secure your bed .
Please put your name as a reference &   
email john.griggs@xtra.co.nz to con rm your 
intention to come put your name as a reference.. 
WHATS INCLUDED: 6 nights accommodation 
at a boarding school hostel , single separate 
cubicle accommodation, breakfast and dinner 
provided daily. 2 lunches , coach tour on the 
tuesday  to a privately owned quirky museum 
with museum entry included. For more details 
contact janet eury@hotmail.com . also the NZ 
Morris website will be kept updated over the year 
as the details are  nalised.

There will be a warm welcome for any intrepid 
Brits who can join us.

All On A May 
Morning 

Beltane  Border  at Haytor, Dartmoor
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sticks, places found and news caught 
up with. The coach was buzzing with 
chatter and laughter, everyone 
anticipating an enjoyable day’s 
dancing.

First stop was a shopping 
precinct in Chester eld, the town 
of the Crooked Spire Church, in a 
circular area just made for dancing. 
Unfortunately a mobile coffee/hot 
dog kiosk thought it a good spot 
too and we had to contend with the 
aroma of frying onions throughout the 
morning. 

Dancing went well with an appreciative 
audience, the Three Shires ladies alternating 
with the Morris men.  However, in the distance 
came the sound of a brass band, moving 
ever closer. Dancing was halted for a while 
as along the road came the annual May Day 
Trade Union Rally, banners held proudly aloft 
as thousands of feet kept time with the band 
as they trooped past our dance spot. This had 
happened unexpectedly last year, but this 
year we were prepared and waited for the 
march to pass by before resuming dancing. 

We were well into our stride now, and Three 
Shires began to dance Chandos Five, when 
what should happen? The marchers were 
retracing their steps, headed by the band! 
Accordions,  ddles and drum valiantly played 
on and Three Shires continued their dance 
with “Oyster Girl” in one ear and the brass 
band’s tune and rhythm in the other. The 
musicians and dancers amazingly  nished 
together and with a triumphant shaking of 
sticks, danced thankfully off.

Time for lunch!

After a welcome lunch break at a 
variety of cafes and hostelries in 
Chester eld town centre, we boarded 
the coach for the trip to Darley Dale 
station, one of the stops on the 
restored Peak Rail Preserved railway. 
Through the windows we viewed 
some stunning scenery of the hills 
and valleys of Derbyshire, the green 
of the  elds and trees vivid in the 

bright sunlight.

We alighted from the coach and 
followed the sign “To the trains” (Yes 
it really did say that!). We were 
greeted by the station master and 
unpacked instruments, sticks and 
garlands, while clinging on to hats 
and holding down the hems of skirts.  
Why are stations always so windy?  

Of course the  rst dance Three Shires 
had to perform was Grand Junction, 

with  gures such as turntable hey, 
shunting, square junction etc. We danced 

Lancaster Garland with one eye on the edge of 
the platform, which seemed to loom ever nearer 
as we turned the set during the  gures. A train 
arrived at the opposite platform and waited there 
while we danced Whitby Shindig, the passengers 
staring out of the carriage windows. I’m not sure if 
they expected to see such goings on during their 
peaceful journey on a steam train! We were treated 
to a loud “toot toot” of the whistle as it departed.

After dances by Harthill Morris our train  nally pulled 
up at the platform and we embarked to our reserved 
carriages which had been beautifully restored and 
even had  owers on the tables. Of course there 
was a buffet car, so liquid refreshments were 
taken by some!  After a brief journey we arrived 
at Matlock station, trekked over the footbridge to 
dance again in a very windy spot. Three Shires 
repeated “Grand Junction”,  nding the dancing 
more dif cult on an uphill slope. Peover Garland 
and Squires Folly completed our short set, with 3 
dances from the men as well.

Beltane Border (below) were one of the many 
sides across the country that danced in the dawn 
on the 1st of May





What a  soggy May  morning in the South ...

                      ... while  up North the sun rises !

  Cogs & Wheels among the Nine Maidens  on Dartmoor    Rampant Rooster  rise early  on Box Hill

Only their enthusiasm isn’t dampened Hook Eagle  are also early birds

Rag Bag Morris dance in the dawn at Lindisfarne and Three Shires  dance all day


